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Abstract: Online classes are typically conducted by using video conferencing software such as Zoom,
Microsoft Teams, and Google Meet. Research has identified drawbacks of online learning, such as
“Zoom fatigue”, characterized by distractions and lack of engagement. This study presents the CUNY
Affective and Responsive Virtual Environment (CARVE) Hub, a novel virtual reality hub that uses a
facial emotion classification model to generate emojis for affective and informal responsive interaction
in a 3D virtual classroom setting. A web-based machine learning model is employed for facial emotion
classification, enabling students to communicate four basic emotions live through automated web
camera capture in a virtual classroom without activating their cameras. The experiment is conducted
in undergraduate classes on both Zoom and CARVE, and the results of a survey indicate that students
have a positive perception of interactions in the proposed virtual classroom compared with Zoom.
Correlations between automated emojis and interactions are also observed. This study discusses
potential explanations for the improved interactions, including a decrease in pressure on students
when they are not showing faces. In addition, video panels in traditional remote classrooms may
be useful for communication but not for interaction. Students favor features in virtual reality, such
as spatial audio and the ability to move around, with collaboration being identified as the most
helpful feature.
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1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a shift in the forms of education. Over the past two
years, the widespread adoption of online classes has resulted in increased acceptance among
both students and instructors/teachers. These classes are typically conducted through
video conferencing software such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and Google Meet. Most
students and teachers have experience with online classes. Even as in-person instruction
resumes, some students and teachers continue to prefer the online format due to the
convenience of saving commuting time and expenses, feeling more relaxed, and being
without the requirement of an expensive physical space. It is likely that the trend toward
online education will continue as we see more policy changes that support the growth of
online classes and schools’ adoption of online and hybrid models.

Furthermore, remote learning has seen significant growth, increasing from 300,000
to 20 million students between 2011 and 2021. Additionally, venture capital funding in
the education space also increased six-fold from 2017 to 2021 [1]. More universities began
offering online education and degrees in the last decade. The market responded positively
to remote education. The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated this trend even further. Aug-
mented reality showed the potential for promoting collaborative and autonomous learning
in higher education [2]. The recent interest in the “metaverse” also presents opportunities
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for remote education. The Meta Corporation has proposed education scenarios and is work-
ing with universities, and it plans to continue investing in its virtual reality department in
the future.

However, there are numerous complaints about online learning, specifically “Zoom
fatigue”. Zoom fatigue refers to the exhaustion and stress that can result from excessive use
of video conferencing technology, particularly Zoom, in remote learning environments when
students must sit in front of and gaze at a screen for a very long time. Symptoms of Zoom
fatigue can include difficulty learning online, body aches, and feelings of anxiety, among
others [3]. According to a recent study [3], several issues contribute to this phenomenon.
The main issues students are facing include distractions, difficulty focusing during Zoom
sessions, and decreased learning effectiveness. Additionally, students often find themselves
passively watching Zoom videos with little engagement in an online class, while several
methods have been proposed to increase student engagement in class [4], such as encouraging
active participation, the use of facial and body expressions, and the expression of students’
involvement, it is still difficult to implement these methods because students may not be
willing to turn on their cameras for most of the time [5], due to privacy concerns, shyness or
discomfort. This can decrease class engagement.

This paper addresses the challenges mentioned above through two approaches. The
first approach is to use emojis for expressions, which can overcome the obstacle of students
not turning on their cameras. The second approach is to create a 3D virtual classroom
that increases student interactions using spatial audio and a 3D immersive virtual environ-
ment that simulates physical activities in a real classroom setting. The overall classroom
experience is shown in Figure 1. It is a combination of virtual reality (VR) and affective
communication. The virtual classroom has a resemblance to the real classroom experience:
the teacher presents content while students listen to the teacher and interact with the
teacher and other students.

Figure 1. A selection of the virtual classroom experience. (a) Left is the first-person perspective of a
student with the slides in front of the view. (b) The middle is when students are sharing screens and
discussing. (c) The right is when students use the pink drawing tool to interact with the slide.

The existing studies focus on testing the effectiveness of emotion classification in a
VR environment using expensive and complicated headsets. On the contrary, this research
presents a more cost-effective and user-friendly solution for communicating affective out
the need for any specialized hardware. Students can participate in the emotion classification
process using their existing computers, rather than expensive VR headsets. Additionally,
the algorithm used in this research was selected based on real-time video feed data, rather
than solely relying on results from datasets in a lab setting, ensuring its effectiveness in a
real-world setting.

Overall, this paper aims to increase both the interaction between students and the
responsive interaction between instructors and students, without the need for the video feed
from participants. The paper also utilizes user surveys to investigate the effectiveness of
the proposed approaches to increase interactions in online classes. The main contributions
of the paper are as follows:

• The CARVE Hub enhances informal responsive interaction in a VR classroom setting
by automatically analyzing users’ emotion data and generating corresponding emojis.
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It is a new human–computer interface that is much cheaper, accessible, and ready to
use compared to emotion data captured in VR headsets.

• The CARVE is powered by an emotion classification model through transfer learn-
ing in VR classrooms by addressing the limitations of current emotion datasets,
such as small sample sizes and dissimilarity to classroom faces, to improve its
real-world applicability.

• This study finds a strong correlation between the use of the automated emoji system
and the increased interactions in a VR classroom. Additionally, the CRAVE Hub results
in a statistically significant increase in student interactions compared with Zoom.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work in remote learning
using VR and AI technologies as well as studies of feedback from students. Section 4 explains
the paper’s approaches and experimental design. Section 4 presents the experimental results.
Section 5 describes the findings and some future work. Finally, the conclusions are provided
in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, there have been numerous studies on the effectiveness of
teaching in remote classrooms. These studies can be broadly divided into two categories based
on technological differences. The first category of studies uses video conferencing software and
existing technology, such as Zoom, Google Meet, and Microsoft Teams. The second category
focuses on the use of virtual reality (VR), including non-immersive VR, semi-immersive VR,
and immersive VR. The majority of studies focus on immersive VR, which uses head-mounted
displays (HMDs) [6]; while immersive VR provides a higher level of immersion, the cost of
hardware and the discomfort of wearing HMDs are currently barriers for regular students to
participate in VR education. There are a few studies that have compared the user experience
results between HMD VR and desktop VR. One study in game design indicates that users’
performance is similar between HMD VR and desktop VR, and that users’ psychological needs
are independent of the display modality [7]. Another study of remote education also found
that, other than presence, desktop VR did not statistically differ from HMD VR in terms of the
overall student experience [8].

2.1. VR in Education and Main Factors

Numerous studies try to identify key factors of remote education experiences, and
here are some insights gathered from the results of current studies.

2.1.1. Interaction Format

The most common interaction software used in remote education is video conferencing,
such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and Google Meet. These platforms offer various interaction
formats, including audio, video, text box, danmaku, quizzes, and voting [9]. Several
papers have explored the limitations of these video conferencing software for remote
education [9,10]. These studies have noted that students are often reluctant to turn on
their cameras and participate in video interactions. This reluctance is often attributed to
privacy concerns, discomfort with displaying their appearance at home, and the desire to
perform other activities during class, such as eating or taking notes [8–13]. Having a messy
appearance, wearing pajamas, and eating food are top reasons for students not turning on
their camera. This reluctance may prevent the full utilization of the video conferencing
software and the video component. Additionally, students tend to prefer other formats,
such as text box chat and danmaku, over video interactions [9]. Not being the focus of the
classroom seems to make students more comfortable and easier to interact.

Most research conducted in VR classrooms is able to circumvent the video interaction
format dilemma, as students do not need to turn on their cameras for more responsive
and affective interactions. Results indicate that students have a high rating for not having
to be seen or not having to use a webcam in VR classrooms [14]. However, most VR
classrooms currently lack the capability for affective communication, as indicated [8]. In
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order to address this issue, our research proposes the use of a deep emotion model to
include emotional information without a video feed. This allows for the classified emotions
to be transmitted, ensuring that students are not seen while still being able to interact and
communicate emotionally with each other. By using this approach, students can still reap
the benefits of VR classrooms while also being able to express their emotions in real time.

2.1.2. Student Feedback

An important factor for effective teaching in the classroom is students’ feedback.
Social, body gesture, and facial expression feedback are important for teaching and learning.
However, video conferencing software typically lacks this type of feedback for both teachers
and students [3]. Teachers tend to adjust their teaching based on students’ feedback
during in-person teaching, but they are not able to make similar adjustments during online
lectures [10] if students turn off their cameras most of the time. Instructors have difficulty
understanding whether the teaching information is understood by students or not, and
they cannot tell whether students are engaged or not [3,10].

An experiment was performed using face icons to show students’ emotions and
mental states instead of their real faces, and it showed that the abstracted data are sufficient
for teachers to receive students’ feedback [15]. Sometimes, teachers only need to have
aggregated responses to understand the entire classroom, and they do not need to look
at each face individually [10,13,15,16]. Studies show that students are willing to provide
feedback, such as their emotion data, if it can help the class [10]. Our research has decided
to follow the usage of emotional state with icon representations as in the study of [10], but
instead of using colors, our research uses emojis. To be specific, this research proposes to
use emojis in real time, as they are a widely accepted format for communicating emotions.
This allows students to communicate their emotions through emojis without sharing any
other personal data. This approach ensures that students can interact and communicate
emotionally without compromising their privacy.

2.1.3. Informal Social Interactions

Social interactions are one of the key components in remote education, and the main
advantage of an in-person classroom compared to a video conference class is social in-
teraction. Students’ feedback in various studies highlights the importance of casual and
responsive interactions between people, as it is essential for creating a sense of community
and connections [6,9,10].

One study indicates that when compared with video interactions, students find that
text chats and danmaku can significantly increase informal interactions [9]. Another study
shows that the informal aspect increases social interactions, and the analysis is that text
chats would create less social anxiety and fewer interruptions [10]. Some papers also
propose using web cameras to capture data non-intrusively [17], which can be a good
alternative solution to sending video data.

Compared to video conference software with broadcasting audio, a VR classroom
study that tested spatial audio supports informal audio interaction. Students rated voice
chat as the most helpful communication method in that study [8]. Other experiments have
text chat as the most favored by students [9,10]. By allowing informal interactions, audio
chat surpasses text chat as the most helpful feature in that experiment.

Students like to talk to people near them spatially during in-person classes compared
to online classes [9]. Through casual talks, students tend to have more self-disclosure during
group discussions and form more friendships [10]. Ad hoc and private conversations have
high approval rates from users, even in virtual conferences [11]. In addition, different
communication methods such as discussion forums, bulletin boards, and concept mapping
software can support social interaction and encourage discussion [18]. These informal
communication channels can facilitate more interactions, promote a sense of community,
and create connections among students.
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In conclusion, it is essential for remote education to incorporate informal and responsive
interactions, as it can help to create a sense of community and connections among students,
which can greatly enhance the overall learning experience. This can be achieved through
the use of various communication methods such as text chats, danmaku, spatial audio, and
non-intrusive web camera capture. Furthermore, virtual reality classrooms can provide an
immersive and interactive environment that can support informal interactions, and provide
a more engaging learning experience for students. Our research focuses on utilizing the
informal interaction format in VR classrooms based on the findings of [10]. This includes
incorporating spatial audio to allow for natural group discussions among students, as well
as promoting features such as drawing tools, screen sharing, and the ability to place virtual
models within the virtual environment. This approach aims to enhance the overall learning
experience and foster a more collaborative and interactive atmosphere for students rather
than the more lecture-style VR class in [8].

2.2. Emotion Detection

Emotion detection by analyzing facial images or videos is a widely studied problem
in computer vision. Two popular facial emotion detection datasets are FER2013 [19] and
CK+ [20]. Both datasets have their own advantages. FER2013 has a larger sample size, with
28,709 examples, while CK+ has 593 examples. However, the quality of the FER2013 dataset
is not ideal, as there are mislabeled images, anime characters, and hard-to-determine
emotions. Additionally, the dataset is not representative of what students’ faces look
like when captured by web cameras during online classes. On the other hand, CK+ data
have higher quality and more closely resemble the faces captured by web cameras during
online classes. As this research focuses on detecting emotions in a college class setting, the
intended detection subjects are adults. In order to ensure that the model is as accurate as
possible for this specific population, the CK+ dataset [20] was used. This dataset includes
images of adults in a variety of emotional states and is, therefore, more closely aligned with
the intended detection subjects than other datasets. By using the CK+ dataset, the model is
able to better understand the nuances of adult emotions and provide more accurate results.
However, it is limited by its small sample size of 593 examples.

Currently, machine learning models can achieve an accuracy of 90.49% for FER
data [21] and 99.8% for CK+ data [20]. However, when these models are applied to
real-world scenarios and faces captured by web cameras, their performance tends to be
low. In order to address this issue, our research proposes the use of transfer learning. By
first training the model on the FER2013 dataset and then fine-tuning it on the CK+ dataset,
the model can learn the features of emotions and better adapt to the situation of web
camera-captured faces. This approach is expected to improve the model’s performance and
accuracy in real-world scenarios.

3. Methods and Experiment
3.1. Overview

The main research questions of this paper are as follows:

1. How does informal social interaction (responsive interaction) influence individual
learning experiences in remote classrooms?

2. How does the use of emotion data for affective interaction compare to the use of video
feeds in terms of improving remote classroom experiences?

3. How does a 3D virtual environment via desktop VR compare to video conferencing
software in terms of influencing learning experiences in remote classrooms?

To answer these questions, a survey containing multiple sub-questions was designed
and administered to 9 undergraduate students in a remote laboratory class. The experiment
was conducted during the Fall 2022 semester and compared the use of Zoom and the
proposed solution, the CUNY Affective and Responsive Virtual Environment (CARVE)
Hub, based on Mozilla Hubs. The students were given a two-hour class through Zoom for
the first session, followed by the survey. For the second session, the students were given
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the same class content, but through CARVE Hub, and then completed the survey again.
The class environment is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A Class in the CUNY Affective and Responsive Virtual Environment (CARVE) Hub. We
can see students focusing on the PowerPoint, drawings on the ground, and a captured smile emoji.

3.2. The CARVE Hub Setup

This study employs Mozilla Hub to develop the CARVE Hub virtual classroom envi-
ronment. This decision was made after comparing various products and determining that
Mozilla Hub possesses advantageous existing features and ease of distribution. In CARVE
Hub, adjustments were made to Mozilla Hub’s spatial audio, and modifications were made
to room and audio zones. The decay rate of spatial audio was increased to reduce the
amount of noise heard by students when they are positioned far apart. Additionally, a
platform for broadcasting voices was created to ensure that all students could hear the
teacher’s voice. Furthermore, modifications were made to the Mozilla Hub client, which
will be described in further detail in a later section. The modified Hub was deployed on
AWS, allowing students and teachers to access it through a single link.

The main features of CARVE Hub include avatar movement within a virtual space,
screen sharing, communication through AI-based emojis, drawing, and voice chat. All
participants accessed the virtual classroom using their personal computers and did not re-
quire any specialized software. The Mozilla Hub-based CARVE Hub operates on browsers,
making it accessible by simply clicking the provided link. The idea is to simulate the real
classroom experience. The flow chart of the entire CARVE Hub is in Figure 3. Students can
move in a 3D virtual environment, where their emotions are captured through webcams
and communicated through emojis. They can walk around with their avatars, talk to other
avatars close to them, perceive class content, and have interactions similar to a real class-
room setting. This allows for a more natural and immersive experience in a virtual setting,
where affective communication is made possible through the use of emotion classification
models and virtual avatars. The use of webcams and avatars allows for a more realistic and
interactive experience.

The main libraries and stacks of the experiment include TensorFlow.js, Mozilla Hub,
and AWS.
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Figure 3. The flow chart of CARVE Hub design.

3.3. Deep Facial Emotion Recognition Model Setup

A deep emotion classification model was added to capture students’ emotions through
web cameras. Students can communicate emotions with each other without video panels,
but through automated emojis instead. Facial expressions are captured through the web
camera and classified through an emotion recognition model to send emojis. Furthermore,
the emotion recognition model is deployed and run on students’ browsers, and it processes
locally on each student’s desktop; thus, no video is needed to be transmitted out of their
local machines.

A deep emotion classification model was trained through transfer learning from
MobileNet [22]. The MobileNet pre-trained with ImageNet [23] was fine-tuned, and a
similar architecture as Delgado [24] was used. The architecture added more layers from
the original MobileNet, including one global average pooling 2D, one dense layer with
128 neurons with ReLU activation, and a 4-neuron classification with softmax activation.
Augmentation and rescaling layers were also added to the model. The model architecture
can be seen in Figure 4.

The aim is to improve the performance of a facial expression recognition model by
utilizing the advantages of two different datasets, FER2013 [19] and CK+ [20]. It is found
that while both datasets yield promising results during testing, they do not perform well
when applied to real-life scenarios using faces captured from web cameras. To address this,
the approach is to combine the strengths of both datasets and fine-tune the model using a
pre-trained MobileNet. Furthermore, it is observed that certain emotions are not relevant
in classroom settings, and that the FER2013 dataset is imbalanced, particularly with regard
to the Disgust label. In the following, we will discuss details of emotion class selection and
transfer learning implementation.
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Figure 4. Architecture of deep facial emotion recognition model. For each task, the model is trained
with frozen weights with new head first and then fine-tuned.

3.3.1. Class Label Selection for Real Classroom Settings

The design of the classification system uses four categories: happy, sad, surprise, and
neutral. The other three categories, including anger, disgust, and fear, were removed for
several reasons. First, the emotions of anger, disgust, and fear are less relevant to the
classroom setting, as students do not frequently display these negative emotions during
class. The main goal is to capture whether students are interested in the class, do not like
the class, or are surprised by the content, as this is more helpful for teachers to receive
emotional feedback. Second, the FER2013 dataset used to train the emotion classification
system had a very imbalanced label distribution for disgust, which is a magnitude less
compared to the other labels. This would affect the training results and lead to a decrease
in accuracy during testing with real web camera footage. Even though the testing accuracy
with FER2013 was high, the preliminary models did not perform well on real faces of real
classroom settings, especially with biased labels.

In conclusion, the decision to remove the three labels of anger, disgust, and fear was
made to improve the accuracy of the emotion classification system and to provide more
relevant and useful feedback for teachers. The focus is on capturing the emotions of interest,
disinterest, and surprise, which are more common and useful in classroom settings. The
imbalanced dataset and poor performance on real faces were also considered important
factors in this decision. The mapped emotion of the remaining 4 classes to emojis can be
found in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Mapped emojis for each emotion label.

3.3.2. Transfer Learning: Implementation Details

Transfer learning from MobileNet was selected as the emotion model due to its
superior performance compared to other models. This is evident from the real web camera
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testing results. Traditional models that were trained from scratch using the CK+ and
FER2013 datasets had high accuracy results during testing, but their performance was poor
when applied to real faces captured from web cameras. The poor performance was due to
the fact that the features extracted from these models were not robust enough to handle
the variations in real faces. On the other hand, transfer learning from MobileNet utilizes
pre-trained layers that have better features, making the model more robust. As a result,
live faces captured from web cameras have more accurate classifications, and the results
are more consistent.

FER2013 [19] dataset was utilized to fine-tune the model, followed by fine-tuning it
again with CK+ [20] data. The weights of a pre-trained MobileNet were frozen, and the
model was trained with FER2013 first; then, the weights were unfrozen and the model was
fine-tuned. The process was repeated with CK+. An accuracy of 87.5% was achieved for
4-class classification, which is comparable to the benchmark set by the FER2013 dataset.
Accuracy refers to the ability to correctly classify 4-class emotions into each label. An
accuracy of 87.5% means the model is able to identify most of the emotions correctly.
Additionally, the model is able to provide acceptable results with real faces captured from
web cameras. It does a better performance from researchers’ observation with live web
camera captured faces.

The model was implemented with TensorFlow.js [25], allowing it to run on web
browsers on the client side, which helps to protect the privacy of students by not transmit-
ting their videos.

The model was integrated as a real-time capture app within the CARVE Hub, where
each student can see corresponding emojis pop up for their emotions, as shown in Figure 6.
The model automatically ran when participants joined the Hub.

Figure 6. Student’s happy emotion captured and sent as an emoji automatically.

3.4. System Design

The design of the CARVE Hub is aimed at making it scalable, efficient, and robust. By
combining deep learning with VR, the system can transmit affective information in real
time without placing a significant burden on the server. This allows for a more seamless and
immersive virtual classroom experience. Additionally, by utilizing the latest deep learning
techniques and models, the system is able to accurately classify emotions in real time,
providing valuable feedback to teachers and allowing for a more personalized learning
experience for students. The design of the system aims to enhance the VR classroom
experience and make it more engaging and effective for both students and teachers.

On the technical aspect, the CARVE Hub system comprises two main components.
The first component is the CARVE Hub client, which is based on a modified version of
the Mozilla Hub and is capable of sending emojis based on emotion classification to the
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CARVE interface on AWS. The second component is the emotion classification system,
which utilizes Tensorflow.js and runs on each client’s browser.

The CARVE Hub client injects JavaScript into the Mozilla Hub and runs the emotion
classification model upon the user’s joining a room. The system then utilizes an emoji
system to send corresponding emojis based on the emotion classification results. The
CARVE Hub’s own Mozilla Hub server is deployed on AWS, allowing students to join and
run the system on their web browsers via a provided link.

The emotion classification model is hosted on AWS S3. Once users join a room,
their browsers download the machine learning model and utilize Tensorflow.js to run the
emotion classification model locally. All classification tasks and results are computed on
each user’s browser and computer. The main networked components for users are their
avatars and emojis.

The architecture of the system is depicted in Figure 7. The client web browsers
consist of two main components: Tensorflow.js and the modified Mozilla Hub client.
Tensorflow.js utilizes the emotion classification model downloaded from S3 storage to run.
The modified Mozilla Hub client connects with the AWS backend server to the network
and communicates with other users.

Figure 7. System architecture.

Overall, the deployment of the emotion classification system on the user’s web browser
allows for a more scalable, efficient, and robust system while also protecting users’ privacy:

• Users do not need to transmit video data, which protects the privacy of users’ data.
Instead, only the classified emotions are sent, which saves bandwidth and reduces
network traffic. This also makes the system more efficient and secure.

• Users have the ability to process emotions locally on their machine, allowing for
the system to be scalable to a larger population. Currently, due to CARVE Hub
VR restrictions, there can be a maximum of 20 people in a class, but the emotion
classification system has the potential to scale to a much larger number of users. This
makes it more accessible and efficient for a larger group of students to use in a virtual
classroom setting.

• The classification model is stored online on AWS S3, which allows the users’ client
to only download the model parameters. This means that the emotion classification
model can be updated in real time, and users do not have to manage anything.
Everything is taken care of by the researchers. This approach of storing the model
on a cloud server makes it easily accessible for users and also eliminates the need for
managing and updating the model on each user’s device. Additionally, it also allows
for quick integration of any new models that may be developed in the future.
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• The full system is completely web browser-based, which means there is no installation
required for users. This enhances the overall user experience as it makes it easier for
users to join the VR classroom and send their emotions. Not having to go through
a complicated installation process also makes it more accessible to a wider range
of users. Additionally, the web browser-based system allows for real-time updates
and easy management for researchers, as they can add more useful models such as
attention and engagement in the future.

In summary, by processing the emotion locally on the user’s machine, the system is
able to scale to a larger population. The emotion classification system is deployed on the
user’s web browser, making it more scalable and efficient for a larger population. This also
eliminates the need for any installations, making it more user-friendly and easy to join the
CARVE Hub. Overall, the design of the system focuses on making emotion classification in
VR scalable, efficient, and robust.

3.5. Content and Structure of the Lessons

The experiment was conducted in laboratory classes of Introduction to Geospatial In-
formation Systems (GIS), which introduces various methods for interpreting and analyzing
spatial data. The experiments were conducted in two laboratory classes, and students used
software called ArcGIS to complete GIS lab exercises. The first lab was to georeference a
historical map through Zoom. Students needed to select a scanned historical map image of
New York City created 200 years ago, identify landmarks on the historical map and select
the corresponding points in a GIS layer (Openstreet Map is used in the lab). Then ArcGIS
can compute the coordinate transformation between the historical map image and the
Openstreet map based on the selected corresponding landmarks. The transformation aligns
the historical map image with the real world. The challenge of the lab was to understand
the georeference concepts. The historical map image was not very accurate; hence, it was
important to identify more appropriate landmarks on both the image and the map to ensure
the quality of the georeference.

The second lab class taught students to create a geospatial layer through the proposed
approach taught in the class. Students needed to create a university campus GIS layer.
Points, lines, and polygons were drawn on a GIS base layer in ArcGIS to represent single
real-world locations, roads, and buildings or parking lots, respectively. The challenges
of the lab were to understand the concept of vector data, and to create accurate vector
data. For example, polygons showing property boundaries must be closed, undershoots or
overshoots of the border lines were not allowed, and contour lines in a vector line layer
must not intersect.

In both lab classes, the instructor used PowerPoint slides to review the basic GIS
concepts learned in previous lectures, introduced the features of the GIS software, and
showed a brief demonstration and emphasized the challenges of the lab exercises. Students
were allowed to ask questions or talk to their classmates.

Breakout rooms allow students to easily collaborate in small teams, and they are often
used when teamwork or group discussion is needed. In the GIS classes, students were
required to complete individual lab exercises; therefore, group discussion was not needed
in the lab classes; hence, we did not use a breakout room with fixed team members in any
lab classes. However, students often collaborate with each other in an in-person class. For
example, a student sometimes got stuck when they had difficulty localizing a function or
feature in ArcGIS or did not set up the function parameters correctly. Therefore, an online
classroom with easy collaboration among students can improve their learning experiences
and effectiveness, which will be tested in our future experiments.

3.6. Survey and Experiment Setup

The survey responses in this study utilize a 7-point rating scale. Two surveys were
performed, one for the Zoom session and one for the CARVE session, and they contained
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the same 18 questions to facilitate comparison. The survey questions can be found in
Appendix A.

The survey was designed to gather feedback from students on two different virtual
classroom platforms, Zoom and CARVE Hub. The survey was divided into three main
groups to test three hypotheses: social interaction and connections, classroom experience,
and product features. For each hypothesis, a set of questions were proposed for students to
rate on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

The first hypothesis is that there is a significant difference in students’ social inter-
actions and connections between Zoom and CARVE Hub. To test this hypothesis, we
designed 8 questions related to social interactions and connections. These questions aimed
to gather feedback on how students felt about their interactions and connections with other
students and teachers in the virtual classroom.

The second hypothesis is that there is a significant difference in students’ overall
classroom experience between Zoom and CARVE Hub. To test this hypothesis, we designed
4 questions related to the classroom experience. These questions aimed to gather feedback
on how satisfied students were with the format, how much content they learned, how
engaged they were, and how comfortable they felt in the virtual classroom.

The third hypothesis is that there is a significant difference in students’ perceptions of
the product features between Zoom and CARVE Hub. To test this hypothesis, there were 6
questions related to product features. These questions aimed to gather feedback on how
useful and helpful the various features of the virtual classroom are for communication
and interaction.

In addition to the quantitative data, there were also 5 open-ended questions for
qualitative analysis. These questions allowed students to leave comments and provide
more detailed feedback on their experience with the CARVE Hub. This qualitative data
can provide more in-depth insights into students’ perceptions and opinions of the virtual
classroom.

The survey collected both quantitative data from the rating scales and qualitative
data from open-ended questions. The goal of the survey was to compare the ratings from
students using Zoom and CARVE Hub in order to validate the hypotheses. The results
of the survey can be used to understand students’ remote preferences for each learning
software. Overall, the survey design aimed to gather comprehensive data from students on
their experiences with two remote learning tools, Zoom and CRAVE, and Zoom was used
as a benchmark for comparison.

On the day of the experiment, a link was sent to all students and the teacher to join
the CARVE session. Before the class began, 15 min were dedicated to explaining the basic
features and movements to the students. The lecture then proceeded, with content similar
to that of the Zoom class. Students were taught and asked to operate software during the
class. After the class concluded, students were asked to complete a survey. The two classes,
the CARVE and Zoom class, offered different content but were comparable in terms of
teaching and learning materials. The overall process is depicted in Figure 2.

4. Experimental Results

The evaluation of this research is focused on understanding the effectiveness of the
emotion classification system in VR classrooms. To achieve this, a set of metrics were used
to analyze the data collected from students’ feedback. These metrics include mean, median,
variance, statistical comparison using Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests, T-test, and correlation
measures. This is similar to the evaluation methods used in other papers testing surveys in
VR classes, such as [8]. Additionally, this research adds the use of variance and T-test to
provide a more comprehensive understanding of the results.

The research also focuses on comparing the responses for each question under the
three main hypotheses: on social interaction, on classroom experience, and on product
features. The social interaction hypothesis has eight questions (marked by the red bar in
Figure 8), the classroom experience hypothesis has four questions (marked by the green
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bar in Figure 8), and the product feature hypothesis has six questions (marked by the blue
bar in Figure 8). By comparing the mean, median, and p values of the Wilcoxon test and
t-test for each hypothesis in Table 1, the research aims to understand the effectiveness of
the emotion classification system in facilitating social interaction, improving classroom
experience, and enhancing product features.

The survey results of each question are visualized in Figure 8. The purple line shows
the median for each response. The results show higher mean and median for questions in
social interactions, including Students Interactions, Talk to Teacher, Teacher Interaction,
Students Connection, and Teacher Connection.

Figure 8. Survey result: Purple line is median. Red section questions are social interactions, green
section questions are experience-related, and blue section questions are automated emoji features vs.
camera features. Student rating scale of each item from 1 to 7 (strongly disagree to strongly agree).

As a result of this study, the following advantages of the CARVE Hub were observed
by comparing the aggregated mean rating of all questions in each of three categories:
Interaction, Experience, and Feature. The results are shown in Table 1. The CARVE Hub
was found to have higher mean scores for social interactions when compared to Zoom
responses. In addition to the above metrics, this research also includes the calculation of
p-values using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test to compare the scores between the CARVE
Hub and Zoom. The results of this test show that there is a significant difference in scores
between the two platforms, with the CARVE Hub scoring higher than Zoom in terms of
social interactions. This indicates that the CARVE Hub is a more effective platform for
facilitating student interactions in a remote classroom setting. No significant differences
were found in the Experience category. However, when it comes to feature preference,
Zoom received a higher score than the CARVE Hub. This is expected, as the two products
are significantly different in terms of their features and capabilities, and students might
prefer Zoom since they have used it for more than 2 years for online education.

When breaking down the significant differences for each question, two questions stood
out with significant p values. The first was related to student interactions, and the second
was related to the helpfulness of communication features, specifically the video panel in
Zoom and the emotion communication feature in the CARVE Hub.

Some more details on the three hypotheses will be discussed in the following sections.
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Table 1. Aggregated response result. Each category is the aggregated mean score for all questions
in that section. Interactions are informal social interaction, Experience is learning experience, and
Feature is Hub vs. Zoom features. Please see Appendix A. The higher values are in bold. Significant
p values are also in bold.

Category Interactions Experience Feature

Zoom Mean 4.6 5.6 5.2
Hub Mean 5.1 5.3 4.4

Zoom Median 4.0 6.0 5.5
Hub Median 5.0 5.0 5.0

Wilcoxon Tests
p Value 0.03 0.20 0.01

t-Tests p Value 0.08 0.29 0.01

4.1. Social Interactions and Connections

The following survey questions were found to have significantly higher ratings in the
CARVE Hub compared to Zoom: “student interactions among themselves” and “students’ feel-
ing of connections among themselves”. Despite the small sample size, a significant difference
was found in the student interaction question, with a p-value of less than 5% when compar-
ing students’ interactions in Zoom and in CARVE Hub. Additionally, the students reported
feeling more connected to the teacher in the CARVE Hub, and the standard deviation was
smaller, indicating that students had more interactions and connections with the teacher
and that there was less disagreement among students in their responses.

The correlation among questions provides interesting insights. The CARVE Hub
and Zoom question correlation matrices can be found in Appendix B. By analyzing the
correlations among factors, it was found that “students’ connections” in the CARVE Hub have
high correlations with “how identity is shared”, “sharing data through emojis”, and “automated
emojis”. “students’ connections”in Zoom were found to have high correlations with “texting
with students”, “texting with the teacher”, and “student interactions”. Similarly, “students’
interactions” in the CARVE Hub were found to be highly correlated with “how their data is
shared” and “using automated emojis”, while “students’ interactions” in Zoom were found to
be highly correlated with “texting”.

4.2. Classroom Experience

When examining the overall experience for the class, we focused on “satisfaction
with the format”, “content learning”, “engagement”, and “comfort”. The results show that
students generally agreed to have better satisfaction with the Zoom format. It seems that
students had better content learning during the Zoom session. For engagement and comfort,
students had divided opinions for the Zoom class, but their opinions were more consistent
for the CARVE Hub class. The CARVE Hub’s engagement was found to be higher than
Zoom, and the upper interquartile range was greater than the lower interquartile range
when compared to Zoom. This suggests that students were more consistent in agreeing
that the CARVE Hub had better engagement, and that there were divided opinions on
engagement when rating the Zoom class.

For the qualitative responses, the preference for Zoom and CARVE Hub’s classes
is divided. Four out of seven responses preferred the CARVE Hub’s format, while the
remaining three preferred the Zoom format. However, out of the three responses preferring
Zoom, one reported disliking “too many distracting elements to learn”, and the other one
reported disliking “only because we were unable to finish the lab guide in time”. For those who
favored the CARVE Hub over Zoom, interaction was the common topic they liked about
the CARVE Hub.

Additionally, when asked about the most helpful feature, most of the students liked
the ability to share multiple screens and to walk around in the virtual environment. This
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suggests that interactions were a significant factor that students favored in the CARVE
Hub class.

When examining the correlation between overall classroom experience and the survey
data, the following high correlations were found for the CARVE Hub class: “using emojis
with other students”, “talking to students and teachers”, “spatial audio”, and “interacting with
other students”. More interestingly, it was found that students who preferred using cameras
over emojis had the highest negative correlations with classroom experience in the CARVE
Hub class. Those who preferred using cameras were not satisfied with the CARVE Hub
class. One qualitative response suggests that a neurological disorder or simulator sickness
might prevent learning. For the Zoom classes, it seems that “teacher interaction”, “using
cameras”, and “easiness to interact” were highly positively correlated with “satisfaction”,
“content learning”, “engagement”, and “comfort”.

Furthermore, for both Zoom and CARVE Hub, engagement was found to have a high
correlation with the number of content students learned from the class. For engagement in
the CARVE Hub, it seems that students were engaged in class by talking, using emojis, and
interacting with other students. In contrast, students were engaged in Zoom by interacting
with the teacher, talking to the teacher, and checking video panels. This suggests that
students are more engaged through peer interactions when given the opportunity, but
Zoom does not support this factor as much as the CARVE Hub.

4.3. Emotion Data: CARVE’s New Feature

The results of this study indicate that there are no advantages to abstracting emotion
data into emojis when compared to Zoom. There were also no negative effects reported by
students due to automated emoji bugs. The automated emoji system was found to be less
useful than the cameras, and Zoom’s video feed was found to have a significant advantage
for communication with a p-value of less than 5%. Other ratings for both the Zoom and
CARVE Hub experiments were found to be similar. Overall, it appears that students have
more acceptance of the camera compared to the automated emojis.

An interesting result is that students’ interactions were found to be statistically signifi-
cantly higher in the CARVE Hub, and they were highly correlated with sharing their data
through emojis and with communication through automated emojis. This high correlation
was not observed among “interaction”, “how comfortable data is shared through video”, and
“video helpfulness for communication” in the Zoom class. However, the automated emoji sys-
tem was found to be significantly less useful for communication when compared to video
feeds. The CARVE Hub had higher interactions than Zoom, but the feature of automated
emojis was found to be less useful for communication. It is possible that there are other
factors contributing to interactions other than communication, and that automated emojis
may be helpful for interactions but not communication. The emojis might provide more
non-verbal and non-video interactions.

5. Discussions
5.1. Interaction

Our correlation study suggests that emojis may help with interactions. Zoom’s video
feature is ideal for communication but may not be sufficient for interactions. Video may
not be the most effective form of interaction.

The scores for interactions were found to have a high correlation with how data are
shared with automated emojis. From the qualitative responses, it was observed that the
CARVE Hub has advantages in interactions when compared to Zoom, but Zoom is much
better with communication. We suspect this is due to the limitations of how the question
was asked, as interactions might capture a broader range of activities than communication,
and Zoom is better suited for clearly talking and transmitting information.

Automated emojis were found to have a high correlation with students’ interactions.
Students were more active in using emojis, and they even used emojis outside of the four
automated emoji categories. Students frequently used clapping, love, hand raising, and
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other emojis. Since they had to manually click on those emojis in order to use them, students
actively used the emoji system. Emojis may be a good way for students to interact with
each other, as they encourage active participation.

Furthermore, the highest correlated factor for interactions from the Zoom survey was
text, not video. Even though students did not turn on cameras during the CARVE Hub
class, their interaction score was still higher than in the Zoom class. This suggests that
video may not be the most effective method for interactions. When comparing the CARVE
Hub’s automated emojis and Zoom’s video feed, students did not favor one over the other,
as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Hub Specific Ratings: student rating scale from 1 to 7 (strongly disagree to strongly agree).

Considering that the highest correlation for interactions in the CARVE Hub is related to
how comfortable students were with sharing data, we speculate that sharing data without
showing faces can increase interactions. Students might feel less comfortable interacting
when they are in the spotlight and showing their faces. Being hidden behind an avatar or a
name might make it easier to interact. A private and informal method of communication
might be able to facilitate more interactions.

We believe that avoiding forcing students to be under a spotlight might help increase
their interactions with each other. If students are forced to show their faces while everyone
can see them all the time, they might feel anxious. Both emojis and text are more private
and informal channels. Students are able to hide behind an identity, and they are not under
the constant pressure of being watched by others. This could be the reason why there are
higher correlations for those methods.

5.2. Collaboration

One recurring theme mentioned in the qualitative responses and observed during
the experiment is collaboration. Share screen and collaboration were the most frequently
mentioned feedback from students, and it was observed that students actively drew,
talked, and checked other students’ screens. The virtual classroom environment provided
by the CARVE Hub may facilitate a better collaborative environment than traditional
video conferencing, with the added convenience of collaboration tools. We observed that
collaboration also increases interactions between students and the teacher, and it is more
similar to in-person classes where the teacher can walk around and assist students with
their problems.

Collaborative learning can lead to the development of higher-level thinking, oral
communication, self-management, and leadership skills. It also promotes student–faculty
interaction, increases student retention and self-esteem, and exposes students to diverse per-
spectives. Additionally, it helps students have higher achievement in university classes [26].
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In the Zoom class, only one user is allowed to share their screen. Hence, when
students need help in lab activities, the instructor asks one student to share their screen.
Other students have to wait until the previous student is finished, while in the CARVE
Hub, students are allowed to share their screens anytime and anywhere; some students
project their screens on virtual walls, and others project their screens on virtual tables. Any
two students can work together as long as they are next to each other.

Since students contribute to the success of the CARVE Hub through collaboration, it is
suggested that a more comprehensive study of collaboration in a virtual classroom should
be a priority for future research.

5.3. Weakness of CARVE Hub

During the experiment, two students reported a dislike for the CARVE Hub and rated
most of the questions far below the average score. Our analysis found that those who
preferred not to use cameras had a negative correlation with the interaction rating. It
is possible that these students are shy and prefer to learn through listening rather than
interacting. One student also mentioned the issue of simulator sickness, which may have
affected their ability to learn effectively in the 3D environment of the CARVE Hub. A
possible solution to this issue is to create a focus mode that only displays the teacher’s
slides and audio, rather than the other students and the room environment, as suggested
by a previous study [9]. This may help students focus on the lecture and improve their
learning experience.

5.4. Future Directions

The students who participated in this study had a positive reaction when they first
joined the CARVE Hub. Many of them were curious about the platform and asked the
researchers how they could access it in the future. When asked about their preferences,
some students said they preferred the CARVE Hub class “because it was new and engaging
for someone like me who mainly on the computer”. One student specifically mentioned that
they enjoyed the overall concept of the Hub and that it could be useful in various classroom
settings, such as science classes and research projects. Another student commented that
“it could be useful in science classrooms (physics, general high school sciences, nursing
programs, and so on), as well as research projects (social experiments and so on)”. Overall,
the students were excited about the potential of the CARVE Hub in education.

Even though the sample size of our experiment is small, there are statistically signifi-
cant comparisons. Some students also mentioned that it may be more effective with larger
class size. A study with more participants would be beneficial in order to further validate
the results.

We also observed that some qualitative responses were not reflected in the quantitative
data. Collaboration was a key focus for students in the qualitative responses, and students
reported that features such as improved drawing tools, better screen sharing, and better
spatial audio would improve their remote classroom experience.

Multiple students mentioned spatial audio as helpful in qualitative responses. Spatial
audio is a technology that allows for the creation of a more immersive audio experience in
virtual environments. It enables users to hear sounds as if they were coming from different
locations, making it feel as though they are in the same room as the source of the sound.
This technology is particularly useful in virtual classrooms, as it allows students to join and
switch group discussions more naturally. They can discuss while listening to the lecture,
without having to switch into different breakout rooms, and have easier collaboration. It is
one of the highlights of students’ responses.

The CARVE Hub has similar settings as the real classroom for spontaneous discourses.
Spontaneous discourses are beneficial for both students and teachers. They provide oppor-
tunities for students to engage in active learning, where they can apply and practice the
knowledge and skills they have acquired. Some researches show a significant increase in
students’ performance with spontaneous group discussion [27].
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When there are no emotion data used, the research intends to use spatial locations,
avatar movement activities, and communication activities. The idea is to use different
features to identify affective interactions, such as attention, engagement, etc.

This work focuses on capturing emotions that are related to the class and not the full
range of emotions. In future research, attention and engagement will be studied in addition
to emotions. This allows for a more comprehensive understanding of student engagement
and participation in virtual classrooms. Additionally, the use of spatial locations, avatar
movement activities, and communication activities can also provide valuable insights into
affective interactions in VR environments.

Based on the results of this study, we propose the following features for future remote
classroom platforms:

1. A more natural interaction method that does not force participants to be in the spot-
light. The automated emoji system was highly correlated with increased interactions,
and there may be other solutions that can be considered.

2. Improved user collaboration methods. Students favored collaboration features, and it
may help to create a better classroom environment.

3. A simplified control interface. Students reported that the complexity of the CARVE
Hub’s control interface was a challenge, and they spent a lot of time learning how to
navigate the platform.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, the CARVE Hub system increased interactions among students com-
pared with a classic Zoom class. The top three features related to informal interactions
were: the usage of automated emojis, talking with each other, and the spatial audio in the
VR classroom. Qualitative responses also reflected similar feedback, such as “increased
interactions”, “better screen sharing capabilities”, and “the ability to walk around in the
virtual environment”. The Hub’s automated emoji system, although not yet effective for
natural communication, did increase private interactions among students.

This study also found that students did not have a clear preference for using emojis or
video when comparing the two features directly, but video feeds may not be as crucial for
facilitating interactions. Instead, collaboration was identified as the most important feature
for students and should be prioritized in future remote classroom design. Furthermore, this
study suggests that alternatives to current video feeds, where everyone shows their faces at
all times, should be considered in remote classrooms. The use of emojis without video feeds
was found to have no negative effect on interactions, even though this is apparently not
sufficient for effective communication. Interactions in the Hub are statistically significantly
higher than in Zoom. Better design choices may exist, and they can perform better than
video feeds. Additionally, students’ feedback highlighted the importance of collaboration,
which should be a focus in future remote classroom design.

Furthermore, our research intends to test more affective information in the future, such
as attention and engagement, to enhance communication in a virtual classroom. We plan to
use more advanced machine learning models that can detect these additional emotional
states and provide a more comprehensive understanding of students’ engagement levels.
This will allow us to improve the overall communication and learning experience in a
virtual classroom. Additionally, it will also provide insights on which features are more
important for effective virtual communication and learning. This will help us develop
better models and improve the overall system performance.

The code implementation can be found at (accessed on 1 March 2023) https://
github.com/user074/hubs/tree/hubs-cloud.
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Appendix A. Survey Questions

Informal social interactions

• I chat with other students through text
• I talk to other students (chat, asking questions, discussing problems, etc) (Hub only)
• I use emojis with other students (Hub only)
• I interact with other students
• I chat with teacher through text
• I talk to teacher (asking questions, discussing problems, etc)
• I interact with teacher
• I find it easy to interact with other people
• I feel connected with other students
• I feel connected with teacher

Learning experiences

• I am satisfied with overall format of the course
• The platform helps me to learn a lot of content from the class
• I am engaged in the class
• I feel comfortable during the class

Hub Features vs. Zoom Features

• FEATURE(Camera or Emoji) is useful
• I check FEATURE(Camera video stream or Emoji) frequently
• FEATURE(Camera or Emoji) is helpful for my communication
• I do not like automated emoji only because it is buggy(Hub only)
• I could tell how other students feel
• I feel comfortable to share my data through FEATURE(Camera or Emoji)
• I prefer using camera over emoji (Hub only)
• I feel comfortable regarding how my identity is shared on this platform
• Spatial audio is useful (Hub only)

Open ended short answers (Hub only)

• Do you prefer last week (Zoom) or this week’s class (Hub)? Why?
• What is the most helpful feature and why do you like it?
• What frustrations do you have for remote class?
• What would you suggest to improve?
• Anything else you want to tell us? Feel free to leave anything here
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Appendix B. Correlation Matrix

The list of questions for both Zoom and Hub correlation matrices are:

• I chat with other students through text
• I interact with other students
• I chat with teacher through text
• I talk to teacher (asking questions, discussing problems, etc)
• I interact with teacher
• I find it easy to interact with other people
• I feel connected with other students
• I feel connected with teacher
• I am satisfied with overall format of the course
• The platform helps me to learn a lot of content from the class
• I am engaged in the class
• I feel comfortable during the class
• FEATURE(Camera or Emoji) is useful
• I check FEATURE(Camera video stream or Emoji) frequently
• FEATURE(Camera or Emoji) is helpful for my communication
• I could tell how other students feel
• I feel comfortable to share my data through FEATURE(Camera or Emoji)
• I feel comfortable regarding how my identity is shared on this platform

Figure A1. Hub correlation.
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Figure A2. Zoom correlation.
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